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Al Gardner of the American Coating Company really is a tough guy. Especially when it comes to selecting high performance coatings. He's not sold on “frills.” Al only wants to apply coatings that he knows will be performing long after the project has been completed.

He knows PRC Permapol® Based Coatings and Sealants outperform every other coating system in the industry. That’s why American Coating Company installed PRC’s PR-480/486R decking system for the upper parking level of the Waiakamilo Business Plaza. For quality and performance long after the project’s completion, you can’t beat PRC!

By the Way ... if you don't believe us, Call Al at 521-7461.
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Facts about today's corporate environment.

Your survival depends on the financial direction you take today.

So you need a bank with the skill and commitment to help you manage your cash. One with a full array of advanced business services tailored to your needs.

First Interstate Bank.

While today some banks are cutting back services, we are not. So we can commit to helping you operate more efficiently now and in the future with a broad range of credit and non-credit products.

First Interstate products and services are backed by the unique strengths of the First Interstate system and are used by 70 of the Fortune 100. First Interstate has over 1,100 full-service banking offices in 18 states, and international banking offices in 22 foreign countries.

We can tailor products to your specific needs: wholesale lock box, CashLink\textsuperscript{\textregistered} controlled disbursement, comprehensive payroll systems and automated accounting and reporting services.

In addition, First Interstate provides innovative financing techniques for the short-term or long-term, revolving lines, stand-by lines, inventory and equipment financing as well as commercial mortgage financing for office improvement or project development.

Get a clear financial direction from the single source for all your business banking needs. Call the Business Banking Group of First Interstate Bank of Hawaii at 525-6820 today.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Back to Basics, Forward to the Future

by Evan D. Cruthers, AIA
President, Hawaii Society AIA

Sound business. Let us roll up our sleeves and work for it this year—as individuals, as firms and as a Society. For architecture and the pursuit of design excellence can better be achieved by individuals and firms who practice in the context of a sound business environment.

It is the basis for our success as individuals and as firms, and it is the groundwork we need for success as a Society. For it ensures that we have the economic strength to serve our clients, to support our community and dedication to our professional society. The AIA is our opportunity to share our experiences, enhance our profession, and move forward together on a wave of synergy in the New Year.

I invite you to take the first step. Let us know what you want and how you feel. And join me and your fellow members in making 1987, our 61st year as a Society in Hawaii, a year of planning and sound business for all.

Evan D. Cruthers

But most of all, these goals call for your dedication; for strength through the Society; for a return to the all-for-one and one-for-all concept of duty to our clients, service to our community and dedication to our professional society. The AIA is our opportunity to share our experiences, enhance our profession, and move forward together on a wave of synergy in the New Year.

I invite you to take the first step. Let us know what you want and how you feel. And join me and your fellow members in making 1987, our 61st year as a Society in Hawaii, a year of planning and sound business for all.

Evan D. Cruthers became a Media Five principal in 1973, subsequent to a year of private practice in Honolulu during which time he consulted with Media Five. He is currently President and Chief Operating Officer of the firm.

Cruthers is widely traveled and has lived and studied in London, the Panama Canal Zone and Puerto Rico. He earned a degree in architecture from the University of Idaho in 1964, and is licensed in Hawaii, Washington and Oregon. In 1985, he received an Executive Masters of Business Administration degree from the University of Hawaii.

In addition to serving as 1987 President of the Hawaii Society, American Institute of Architects, he is a member of the American Institute of Architects and serves on its National Professional Development Committee.

Evan D. Cruthers

programs about practice management, and AIA resources to support you in your professional and economic success.

Other goals for the year are increased membership and membership awareness and services; harmony, efficiency, financial solvency and independence of our sections; improved government relations and consideration of legislative issues; increased public awareness and an improved public image; a state convention that provides educational opportunities with planning as our theme; and supervision of the energy grant.

That's a tall order to accomplish in one year. I have, therefore, taken action to provide you with a comprehensive plan for 1987, and an Ad Hoc Committee to prepare a Strategic Plan for presentation at our annual Membership Meeting in early November 1987.
The Architect and Kakaako Redevelopment

by Rex D. Johnson, Executive Director
Hawaii Community Development Authority

As the urban form of Kakaako takes on a new, more attractive appearance during the ongoing redevelopment of the 580-acre district, architects are facilitating and playing a large and vital role in the process. The Hawaii Community Development Authority (HCDA), which is planning and regulating this revitalization effort, recognizes the important contributions the architectural profession is making in Kakaako, and we will continue to work closely with architects to ensure that the District will become a better looking, more functional community.

Implementation of the Master Plan for Kakaako involves a different approach, both for government and the private sector. It requires the cooperation and combined talents of the public and private sectors. First, architects, as well as other professional and community groups, played a vital role in the formulation of the Kakaako Master Plan. Feedback and concerns from these groups were taken into consideration when goals for Kakaako were drafted, and later finalized. It is a process that is still ongoing, as the Kakaako Plan is tested, and at times, amended to facilitate development.

The HCDA staff strives to touch bases with architects and planners of Kakaako projects, even in the initial stages of the development planning. The HCDA planning office has, as resources, many invaluable topographic boundary maps of the Kakaako District, as well as studies conducted on soil and geology conditions of the area. We welcome architects to come in and make use of these resources in planning these projects.

Because getting any project through the government bureaucracy can be frustrating at times, the HCDA endeavors to walk architects and developers through the process. For example, on a typical large-scale development, we urge architects and designers to meet with the HCDA staff even prior to the initial submission of

(continued on page 9)
A spectacular aerial view of the Kakaako District which is undergoing redevelopment of its 580 acre area. The HCDA is planning and regulating this revitalization effort. Photo by R.M. Towill Corporation.
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You've been down this road before.
Your mind's racing. You've got talent to burn. And you're about to drive yourself crazy looking for the solid colors to take you from concept to reality.
At that moment, you'd mug Foster Grant® for a new set of shades. But you needn't go to extremes. There's a simpler solution.
Renew your creative license with Color Quest '87. Once you do, you'll find yourself in the driver's seat with 33 brilliant new solid colors. If you think this is an incredible addition, you're right. There are fresh pastels to fuel your imagination. Blended classics offering subtle nuance. Jewel brights that illuminate. And dramatic darks with power to spare.
Now let your imagination slip into overdrive.
When you add these new solids to the existing Color Quest line, you have 110 of the most exciting design opportunities available. It's a palette of evolutionary proportions. And enough to renew anyone's creative license.
Of course, after you renew your creative license, you may be overrun by clients wanting to know who's behind those new Color Quest shades.
But then, you've been down that road before, too.

**National Laminates, Inc.**
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Development permit requests.

During these “presubmission” meetings, the HCDA planners will explain the permitting process and evaluate the architect’s rough plans to check for conformance to Kakaako Plan rules and requirements. Potential problems or conflicts can be pointed out at this early stage, and the HCDA can make suggestions or discuss alternate avenues to ensure facilitation of the project review process.

In many instances, such presubmission meetings will save the developer and his architect time, and help cut through some of the bureaucratic inconveniences normally associated with government-private sector interaction.

After the presubmission meeting(s), the HCDA performs another check (with the assistance of City and County agencies) to ensure that adequate infrastructure exists to accommodate the project. Acknowledging the importance of time in the review process, the HCDA works to complete the entire review (including public hearings) within 60-90 days for larger, planned development projects. Smaller projects are generally reviewed in one day.

The Kakaako Plan’s rules and regulations have made the job more challenging for the architect. It is a unique plan, with goals bolstered by strict requirements for building setbacks, preservation of open spaces, building height, density and foot print limits, and provisions for parking. However, it is a challenge that is being met, evident in the creative and attractive planned development and smaller scale designs which have been approved and/or constructed in Kakaako.

Kakaako’s successful redevelopment is dependent on the continued hand-in-hand working relationship of the HCDA and the private sector. The architectural professional can take pride in the fact that it is instrumental in shaping one of the most important projects in the State of Hawaii.
ALLIED TEAMWORK:
unique solutions and fast service for McDonald’s

Allied’s biggest challenge in bringing McDonald’s Restaurant to Aiea Shopping Center was putting it on the second deck, a parking area not originally designed for building. To reduce weight and solve load problems, Allied devised a system of cardboard cylinders to create tubular voids in the concrete. Next, a major alteration was required: a three-booth drive-through system. “Allied responded rapidly,” according to McDonald’s representative Connie Manuel. “They even did the work without plans in hand.”

Creativity and flexibility are two essential ingredients of Allied’s teamwork. Good reasons to choose Allied for your team.

1717 Akahi Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
Telephone: 847-3763

Teamwork. Our motto. Our method.
Regulations and Architectural Quality

by Donald W. Y. Goo, AIA

The recent passage of the Tax Reform Bill, coupled with deregulation, may be one of the most significant events that will affect the quality of future architecture in Hawaii.

Much has been reported about the effect of the Tax Reform Bill in its elimination of the need to discuss business decisions with tax accountants and tax attorneys. The emphasis will be placed on making business decisions on the basis of profit rather than tax incentives. This should tend to improve the quality of the architecture because the motivation will change from high leveraging to higher equity. Emphasis will be put on low operational costs (better materials and equipment) to generate actual profits - not paper profit. Higher equity financing will reduce interest rates.

This revolutionary piece of legislation, although controversial, will cause a fundamental change in the quality of architecture. Our personal perceptions of value will be changed and will have a very profound effect on the future generation of building developers, occupants and taxpayers.

Governor Waihee, each of our legislators and County mayors should consider the long-term, social and economic effects of all legislation which they support. It is not often that a significant piece of legislation will be passed; however, that goal should be kept in mind. Someday there will be a proposal made that will be as significant as the “highest and best use” theory that contributed to the economic development in Hawaii in the early 1960s. Hawaii has been struggling to be sensible in its growth and sensitive to the needs of business development. Good “growth and development” legislation supports and promotes high architectural standards. This type of legislation is fundamental to the molding of responsible attitudes toward our environment and the education and health of all people.

The challenge is: Can we, at State and County level, initiate and pass significant legislation that improves our environment and citizens?

Our greatest resources are our environment and our people, and therefore our priorities should be the development of our environment for the benefit of our citizens and guests and the education of our people. 
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For Information Call:
833-9988
Armstrong
AFTER finishing one major overhaul of city zoning regulations, which resulted in adoption of the new Land Use Ordinance (LUA), we have embarked on another long overdue—and equally challenging—review and revision of Special District regulations.

In developing the LUA, we did not review these districts in any detail, but chose rather to bring them into the basic zoning ordinance and defer an in-depth study and specific recommendations for change until after adoption of the LUA.

There are currently eight Special Districts under city zoning jurisdiction: Waikiki, Chinatown, Punchbowl, Diamond Head, Thomas Square/Academy of Arts, Haleiwa and the Hawaii Capital District.

The impetus for creating these special regulations was a reaction to an intense period of development during the late 1960s and early 1970s. This concern led to the adoption of eight districts, each of which was designed to protect and enhance a specific geographic and/or cultural resource.

The first of these new districts was the Hawaii Capital District, in June 1972. The final district was the Haleiwa District, in May 1984. During this period of 12 years, a new district was adopted, on the average, every 18 months.

Until the LUA was adopted, the regulations for these districts were contained in separate ordinances which existed independent of the main body of zoning regulations, the Comprehensive Zoning Code (CZC). Sometimes this separate treatment resulted in a lack of consistency across the districts and conflicts with CZC standards.

With the LUA adopted, we now want to review the Special Districts comprehensively for internal and external consistency. This study will also look at the BMX-4 Central Business Mixed Use District, primarily because of an expressed interest in providing additional growth potential for the Downtown area.

The revision effort has an ambitious work schedule which
targets December 1987 as the completion date. At that time, proposed changes to all districts would be ready for submittal to the city Planning Commission.

This study's work program has many similarities to the LUO work program. For example:

- An in-house "staff team" approach, is being used, rather than consultants;
- A technical advisory committee which will include architects, is being used to provide balance to staff and neighborhood perspectives; and
- There will be a commitment to out-reach programs and public input.

Some of the issues which we will be addressing are:

- Assuring clear linkages between the objectives and the land controls system of each district.
- Providing better guidance on what types of development will be required to undergo what types of permit processes.
- Creating informational handbooks to more fully illustrate the architectural objectives of the district. These handbooks should be useful to architects designing projects within the specific district.
- Updating district boundaries where necessary to specifically relate to district objectives.
- Clarifying what types of design review (and the level of design review) are appropriate for the specific district.
- Determining the physical growth of the Central Business District in terms of permitting additional height and densities.
- Updating provisions which are out-of-date or which conflict with other public policies.

As the study progresses, we look forward to input from the Hawaii Society/American Institute of Architects, as well as individual architects. Several suggestions have already been made during the LUO project, which we will be considering in this study. We welcome continued and additional input from architects to assure that adopted regulations are reasonable, appropriate and as clear as possible.
Light Law for Star Watchers
by Rick Chong, Electrical Engineer

If you ever have the opportunity to trek up to the top of Mauna Kea and see the stars, do it. Considered by most astronomers as the pristine astronomical observation site in the world, Mauna Kea presently has a handful of observatories in year-round use, with another facility soon to be in operation. There is also a group of astronomers that are seriously considering Mauna Kea for their national observatory.

Why is Mauna Kea a prime observatory site? A strategic location on the globe, elevation above the layers of pollution, large percentage of clear viewing days throughout the year, low amounts of water vapor and no light pollution are the major reasons why Mauna Kea is a desirable location.

Of all the reasons, only one, light pollution, can be controlled through regulation. In comparison to Kitt Peak Observatories, where the adjacent city of Tucson, Arizona has grown tremendously and has a detrimental effect on research, Mauna Kea has a small community around it which produces no measurable light pollution or sky glow. Observatories do most of their work in the infrared and visible region of the light spectrum and the smallest amount of stray light can be detected by the highly sensitive telescopes.

To maintain existing conditions, laws have been passed, with the strong influence of the astronomers who use the observatories at places like Mauna Kea, Kitt Peak and Mt. Polomar (San Diego), which regulate the type of outdoor lighting used throughout the community.

On the island of Hawaii, an ordinance exists (Article 9, Section 14-50) that requires all outdoor lights, except low pressure sodium (LPS), to be shielded, and all outdoor lights having more than 15 percent of the total emergent flux (unit of light) living in the spectral region below 4400 angstrom units to be filtered with a filter whose transmission is less than 10 percent. Simply put, the ordinance requires outdoor area lighting or flood lighting for security, streets, highways, parking lots, etc. to be of the LPS type, which is a

(continued on page 1)
Put a powerful partner in your commercial kitchen and get a $250 rebate.

Powerful savings start when you purchase new gas equipment.

The Gas Company is making it even more tempting for you to install new gas equipment or to convert to gas in your commercial kitchen.

Because when you convert or install certain gas equipment, we'll give you a $250 rebate just for doing so.

What equipment qualifies for the $250 rebate?

Any add on or conversion to gas cooking equipment with a minimum capacity of 50,000 BTU.

See your commercial equipment supplier before March 31, 1987.

See your commercial equipment supplier for details, or call The Gas Company at 547-3514.

Only hurry! Because the equipment must be purchased and installed, or your kitchen converted to gas by March 31, 1987 to qualify for the $250 rebate.
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The True Wood Preservative That's CLEARLY Environmentally Safe!

- Effective against wood-destroying insects, fungus and termites even under tropical conditions
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- Non-corrosive to stainless or carbon steel
- Paintable, stainable
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Now, Tribucide II® is available at Honolulu Wood Treating Co. Phone us for more information!

Honolulu Wood Treating Co., Ltd.
91-291 Hanua Street, Ewa Beach
682-5704
Neighbor Islands Toll-Free 1-800-392-2431
continued from page 14)
nonochromatic light source (yellow bandwidth in the visible spectrum).

Facilities housing public recreation, car dealers or advertising that require good color rendition for the activity conducted or the product sold, are exempted, but must turn off their lights between 11 p.m. and sunrise. This is the time period when most astronomers conduct their research. Special exemptions can be obtained through written requests submitted to the County Chief Engineer.

Why LPS? Why not another lamp source? Since research relies so heavily on the ability of the equipment to detect, examine and record faint light sources from distant universes, any stray light in the infrared or visible spectrum bouncing around in the sky would ruin any data recorded. With only LPS outdoor lights, any amount of sky glow would obviously have the same characteristic bandwidth of LPS lamps. Astronomers can now look at all the different bandwidths produced by what they are observing, and ignore the minute amount of data gathered in the bandwidth characteristic of LPS. Discarding this data has no effect on the end results. With other light sources such as mercury vapor (MV), metal halide (MH) and high pressure sodium (HPS), there is more light interference in a wide range of bandwidths. This would require more data to be discarded, resulting in unclear pictures and conclusions.

Hawaii has a valuable asset in the observatories. They bring in millions of dollars to the economy and provide much recognition for the state as a center for astronomy. Presently, Hawaii County is systematically changing all street lights from MV, MH or HPS to LPS.

Some resorts have already agreed to use LPS in their access roads and parking lots. Our astronomers are also preparing proposed changes for stricter laws governing light pollution or sky glow. The revised ordinance would further guarantee that Mauna Kea will remain a pristine and beautiful location for looking at the stars. HA
The Development Process and Building Failures

by Andrew Charles Yanoviak, AIA, CSI

The Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) is an organization of members from various sectors of the construction industry, who have formally adopted the “advancement of construction technology” as their primary goal. The Honolulu Chapter of CSI recently held a public seminar and workshop addressing “Failure Modes in Construction.” This article is based on my presentation, which dealt with the need for fundamental structural reform in the development process.

Before we can seriously discuss reform in any interactive process, we need to more carefully examine the context within which it operates. For discussion purposes, we will assume that the construction market in Hawaii is equally divided as shown in Figure 1.

1. We will also assume that architects and engineers (A/E’s), as professional design firms, do only 50% of the public work (the remainder being done “in-house”), and 40% of the private work (excluding residences, remodeling and other work done without A/E’s).

On the basis of these assumptions, the extent of A/E involvement with development is limited to about 25% of private building construction in Hawaii and, therefore, only about 10% of the total construction market.

Figure 2 is based on the smaller “developer” square in Figure 1. It apportions the assignment of responsibility for building construction failures based on national averages.

Figure 3 represents the contrasting compensation rewards for each class of player in the typical development project. These graphics vividly portray the major differences between assumption of culpability and profitability in this skewed arrangement.

McGraw-Hill’s F.W. Dodge Construction News reports on comments made by President John A. Busby Jr., FAIA, at the recent national AIA convention. Some of his comments were “Architects have lost too much control over their profession during the last two decades...we’ve had a dilution of who has authority.” And, “For too long, we’ve had the legal profession telling us how to do architecture...I think architects ought to be the ones who direct that...it is the architect who designs the building.”

Further, Busby stated, “Architects’ concerns about liability have always been with us...let’s look at this not as a crisis, but more objectively, as an opportunity to perfect our work...and see how we can improve.” However, he also added, “If architects are going to
improve their profession, they deserve to be materially rewarded for the effort...the architect must understand that it is fair for him to be compensated for the risk taken.”

Regarding a 1983 AIA study showing median annual pay for firm principals at $39,000 and project architects at $28,000...” Busby stated that, “During the 1980s, we have seen a decline in compensation in relation to the responsibilities that we took on...the percentage fee is no longer a proper and just method of compensation...architects must take an active role in long-term city planning.”

Busby did not mention that A/E's do not have a court system or a hospital system to facilitate their individual efforts. During the CSI seminar, I asked the attorneys to imagine how their individual practices and financial renumeration would be affected by the lack of a court system.

Figure 4 shows the typical traditional triangular relationship where there are written contracts between the owner and the A/E, and between the owner and the contractor; however, there is no contract between the A/E and the contractor which creates quite a few problems in practice, some of which have led to eventual “I told you so...” building failures.

Figure 5 shows transitional developments in attempting to alleviate some of the communication (continued on page 23)
The new sales and service facility for Shelly Mazda was a challenge and an opportunity. Three existing buildings had to be integrated to fill the needs of the client to expand a successful new car dealership in the central Honolulu area.

The Kakaako site included five buildings, two of which were demolished to provide the Kapiolani Boulevard frontage and parking area at the back of the site. Three buildings were renovated to incorporate (A) the Showroom and Dealership offices, (B) Service building with stalls and equipment for 20 cars, and (C) Parts warehouse and service and parts staff offices.

The principal architectural problem was to clean up and simplify space by demolishing all elements except basic structure, walls and roof. The new image was developed by opening the ground floor showroom with full height glass walls and placing a new facade of prefinished metal panels over the old walls. This facade was extended perpendicular to the front building for a lanai along one side to further extend the building front toward the street and provide additional covered display area.

This adaptive reuse project illustrates an interim stage between development of Kakaako at its maximum long range potential expressed in the Kakaako HCDA Plan and its present unimproved but intensively used business district.

The interior design concept for Kapiolani Mazda was defined using clear retailing techniques long established in apparel and jewelry sales. The first step was to define the typical Mazda buyer. As the...
price of the automobile has risen in the past few years, the image of the car has changed from economy to mid-priced well-engineered sedan and luxury sport car as in the popular RX-7. The buyer can be defined as a person willing to spend $10,000 to $20,000 plus, but looking for top value in the product.

Materials for the interior were chosen to reflect the materials found in the product. Chrome strip ceiling and metal columns painted by the in-house body shop, with automobile paint, are used in the same ways chandeliers and mirrors are used to enhance diamonds and gold in a jewelry store.

Colors were selected to compliment the range of Mazda colors with particular consideration for the two top selling colors, silver and gunmetal gray. A navy blue tile floor and deep purple walls are livened with white and flashes of brilliant yellow. Natural white oak furniture and interior trim are used, along with a custom designer carpet using the Mazda logo.

Architectural and Interior design were carried out together by the design team so that furnishings and finishes were integrated with the overall design concept which had as its goal the display and sale of cars in an environment that reflects the quality of the product and the dealership.

Client: Shelly Motors, Inc.
Architect: Sutton Candia Partners
Interior Design: Dian Cleve Design
Structural Consultant: Richard M. Libbey, Inc.
Mechanical Consultant: Kenneth Thom Associates, Ltd.
Electrical Consultant: Douglas V. MacMahon
Civil Engineers: Construction Engineering Services, Inc.
Furnishings Consultant: Hawaii Business Interiors
General Contractor: Eagle Construction Company, Ltd.
As a design professional, you may not always have the knowledge and experience to address detailed problem areas such as concrete and masonry restoration, caulking and sealant work, waterproofing and water infiltration. To solve these problem areas, you sometimes ask for help from resources outside your office.

When you do look for help with your waterproofing and restoration headaches, look to Bonded as your source for reliable products and systems.

When it comes to waterproofing, rehabilitation, decorative and protective products for concrete, masonry and metal, you can trust and depend on our expertise and service.

For over 30 years, we have helped people like you solve problems. And we know how to zero in on your detailed trouble areas. Contact us to help solve your problems — on the first try. Why? Simply stated, Bonded products work, and Bonded people care.

**Straight from the Source.**

**Bonded Materials Company**

A Standard of Excellence Above the Rest.

Campbell Industrial Park 91-400 Komohana Street, Ewa Beach, Hawaii 96707 • (808) 682-4571
Kalihi Branch Outlet 251 Puuhale Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 • (808) 848-2077
Guam Office Harmon Field, P.O. Box 7086, Tamuning, Guam 96917 • (671) 646-7121 • RCA Telex 7216234
(continued from page 19) problems inherent in the traditional contractual relationship addressed by the typical AIA standard documents; whereby, the A/E convinces the owner to hire a "clerk of the works" and the contractor in turn bolsters his camp with a "hard-of-hearing" superintendent with a very short memory span. Of course, this arrangement has also led to problems and the eventual retention, by the owner, of a construction management specialist who may have also served as a value engineering ("cost-savings") expert; and consequently, has assumed major liability responsibility in the process.

The diagram also depicts one of the major problems with building elements such as elevators, windows, hardware, etc. where the A/E, as a part of his percentage fee, meets with the manufacturer's sales representatives; however, the "job-shopper" contractor and his developer-client are talking directly to the factory, and what the A/E sees in the catalog literature when he makes his selection, (and the product components shown on the shop drawings) may not be entirely recognizable after installation.

Figure 6 shows a trend which is now prevalent in the mainland in many areas, but which has not yet really surfaced in Hawaii, with the exception of some commercial interiors contract work. It is based on the "design-build" concept where the owner/developer no longer contracts directly with the A/E, but rather, retains a contractor who in turn retains the A/E and keeps his creative effervescence well disciplined. In the process, the frustrated A/E has now relinquished many aesthetic and technological design decisions and has lost direct contact with the owner/developer as he moves toward self-annihilation and premature extinction.

Figure 7 shows how some aggressive and well-capitalized A/Es reacted to the previous arrangement by seizing control, as well as direct communication with the owner/developer. Realizing that many contractors are nothing more than brokers hiring and coordinating sub-contractors, some A/Es have decided to take complete charge of both the design and construction functions, and hopefully improve quality control in the process.

Figures 8 and 9 comparatively illustrate what happens to the culpability and profitability factors shown previously in Figures 2 and 3, resulting from this advanced "design-build" arrangement shown in Figure 7. Notice that the A/E has now assumed 75% of the responsibility instead of 50% as before; however he has also increased his profitability from 3% to a full 25%. Therefore, it is up to the individual A/E firms to decide their own risk management options as they increase their compensation and their overall professional quality control of the construction project.

(continued)
Figure 8: Assignment of responsibility for building construction failures.

```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CULPABILITY</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/E</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRACTOR</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURER/SUPPLIERS</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPER/OWNER/FINANCIERS</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 9: Apportionment of compensation in building construction project.

```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROFITABILITY</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/E</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRACTOR</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURER/SUPPLIERS</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPER/OWNER/FINANCIERS</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 10: The emerging “design-build-turnkey” building construction “Team.”

Generally, the owner/developer and financiers are not overly concerned with this new arrangement, because they are still entitled to at least 50% of the compensation for accepting only 3% of the liability responsibility, which is not a bad deal. Also, the contractors and suppliers have balanced and acceptable deals. Of major concern, of course (especially to professional liability insurance carriers), is the overwhelming liability responsibility assumed by the A/E.

Figure 10 illustrates a development which has already taken place on the mainland where

---

We invite you to go where the professionals do business

This project demonstrates the beauty that ceramic tile can bring to the common areas and recreational facilities of any condominium. Architect: Sam Chung & Associates Inc.

Visit our Showroom
3015 Koapaka Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
834-7601

HAWAII PACIFIC SALES
A WATKINS PACIFIC COMPANY
it has involved some very well-renowned A/Es; and reportedly, although it has not yet been formally announced, a major Hawaii developer has purchased an A/E firm that will be providing him with "in-house" services.

Some owner/developers have also purchased contractors, and now they are in direct control of materials and products purchases, with the assistance, of course, of their certified public accountants and attorneys to keep them out of troubled waters.

The A/E should keep in mind that he still is required by law to stamp and sign the drawings, regardless of his capabilities to exercise quality control or even observation of construction. It is also not known how the professional liability insurance carriers are responding to these new arrangements and organizational structures, in which the legal profession is directly involved.

Figure 11 is based on my own architectural design research efforts. It simultaneously represents a marriage between ancient Egyptian and classical Greek geometries (man's very first math and science, and the soul of architecture). It indicates how these harmonic proportions, which are part of all living matter, can perhaps be a guiding light to synergistically integrate and harmoniously balance the levels of responsibility and profitability in a building construction project.

The area defined by unit lengths 1 and 2 (precisely defined by nature) belongs to the owner/developer, while the 2 x 4 goes to the material and product suppliers, and the 1 x 3 is the realm of the contractor and his sub-contractors.

The area defined by the 3/4/5 triangle of Pythagoras is naturally assigned to the architects; and, of course, his engineering consultants have the remaining area defined by unit length 5 (the radius of the "Golden Section" extending out into the "city" community), and the square roots of 5 and 20.

How to achieve an organizational structure and a viable economic communications network appropriate for a marketplace such as Hawaii, in order to aspire toward the framework of Figure 11, is the real challenge of the near future. Perhaps, attorneys and accountants would be willing to work with owner/developers, A/Es, contractors, manufacturers and suppliers to achieve such noble purposes in this island city community.

A/Es do much more than produce construction documents, and they should be compensated adequately by society in order to have the opportunity to institutionalize their design research efforts and its attributes. 

---

**Figure 11: Unified Egyptian "Quadri-ture" and Grecian "Golden Section."**

**"LEGEND"**

- \(1 \times 2 = O/D\) Synergistic
- \(2 \times 4 = M/S\) Integration
- \(1 \times 3 = C/S\) of Responsibility
- \(3 \times 4 \times 5 = A\) and
- \(5 \times (5 \times 20) = E\) Profitability

---

**Micro**

/CFMS

---

**Project/Financial Management Software for Designers**

- AIA, PSAE, NSPE Approved
- User Friendly, Menu Driven
- Customer Support Hotline Service
- Fully Integrated/Interactive/Interfaced
- Used by Over 600 Firms Nationwide
- IBM, DEC, Wang, CompaQ Compatible

---

**Management Consultation for Systems Applications.**

Jeffrey Freitas, CPA
2752 B Kalihi Street
808-847-3357

---
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Ever Try To Return A New Home?

Make no mistake. Even with the best-built new home, something can go wrong. And getting it fixed could be a headache. Or next to impossible.

Which is why the new home you buy should be built by a registered HOW builder. He’s the builder who’s been screened for professional competence, for financial stability and for his customer service record.

He’s the builder who carries the 10-year Home Owners Warranty (HOW) insurance program on every home he builds.

A HOW builder warrants your home for two full years and insures his warranty. But he doesn’t stop there. He carries eight additional years of insurance on your home against major structural defects. That’s 10 years in all.

Ask for HOW. Look for the familiar HOW symbol in ads and model homes. Insist on HOW . . . the standard of quality that’s built into your home.

People Who Know Homes Know HOW.

HAWAII HOW COUNCIL MEMBERS

A-Frame Industries
Arisumi Brothers, Inc., Maui
City Mill Company, Ltd.
MSD Construction, Ltd.
Mamoru Furuya
Grant Harrington Contractors, Inc.
Hicks Construction Co., Inc.
Hidano Construction, Inc.
T. Iida Contracting, Ltd.
J. W. Inc.

J. Kadowaki Inc.
Robert M. Kaya Builders, Inc.
Albert C. Kobayashi, Inc.
Kuhio Builders, Inc.
E. N. Nagao, Ltd.
S and S Builders Corp., Maui
J. Tamashiro, Inc.
Tommy S. Toma Contractor, Inc.
Urban Builders, Ltd.

Hawaii Home Owners Warranty Council, Inc.
1727 Dillingham Blvd.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
(808) 847-4666

HOW is a registered Service Mark of Home Owners Warranty Corporation. ©Home Owners Warranty Corp. 1985

HOW benefits apply only if the builder properly enrolls the home and is in good standing with HOW at the time of settlement.
Hawaii Society/AIA
1987 Officers and Directors

The Hawaii Society, The American Institute of Architects, 1987 Officers and Directors are listed with the names of the firms they are affiliated with:

Executive Committee
President
Evan D. Cruthers, AIA
Media Five Limited

President-Elect
Norman G. Y. Hong, AIA

Group 70

Secretary
Charles A. Ehrhorn, AIA
The Estate of James Campbell

Treasurer
Carol S. Sakata, AIA
Chapman Desai Sakata, Inc.

Directors
1985-87
Daniel G. Chun, AIA
Kauahikaua & Chun

1986-88
Douglas P. Luna, AIA
Architects Hawaii

Arthur M. Weber, AIA
PACDIV Code 401
NAVACENGCOM

Theodore E. Garduque, AIA
Wudtke Watson/Garduque Associates, Inc.

Benjamin B. Lee, AIA
Department of Land Utilization
City & County of Honolulu

Spencer Leineweber, AIA
Spencer Mason Partnership

1987-89

Kenneth F. Brown, FAIA
Ann N. Matsunami, AIA
Media Five Limited

Jeffrey Y. Nishi, AIA
Jeffrey Nishi & Associates/Architects

Section Directors
J. Blaise Caldeira, AIA
Eugene E. Leucht, Architects, AIA
Hilo, HI

Hans Riecke, FAIA
Riecke Sunnland Kono Architects, Ltd.
Kahului, HI

Associate Director
Eric G. Crispin
Group 70

AIAS/HAWAII
Chapter President
ex-officio
Pono Lunn

Public Awareness Commission
is comprised of Directors/Commissioners, Dan Lunn, Chairman; Ben Lee, Vice Chairman; and Jeff Nishi.

Members of the Professional Services Commission include Directors/Commissioners, Art Weber, Chairman; Ted Garduque, Vice Chairman; and Ann Matsunami. Associate Director is Eric Crispin; Student Ex Officio is Pono Lunn, President of AIAS Hawaii Chapter.

Directors/Commissioners serving on the Government Affairs Commission are Doug Luna, Chairman; Spencer Leineweber, Vice Chairman; and Kenny Brown.

AIA Membership Tops 50,000

The American Institute of Architects honored Rhonda R. Shephard Harrell, AIA, of Delray Beach, FL, with a citation acknowledging her induction as the 50,000th member of the Institute. Harrell received the citation during festivities for the inauguration of the 1987 AIA President, Donald J. Hackl, FAIA, at the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C., on Dec. 5.

John A. Busby Jr., FAIA, 1986 AIA President, presented Harrell with the citation. Noting the significance of her membership, Busby called reaching the 50,000 member milestone "a measure of the growing value and unity of America's architects, and a reminder of the unwavering commitment of the profession to be of ever greater service to the nation and its people." The AIA, founded in 1857 with 13 members, is a voluntary, not-for-profit membership organization representing architects in nearly 300 state societies and local chapters stretching from Maine to Guam. The AIA fosters professionalism and accountability among its members by providing continuing education and training, by assuming a strong leadership role in influencing the direction of change in the built environment, and by promoting design excellence.
Ceramic floor tiles have several advantages in architectural design. Probably the most significant are permanence and durability. Maintainability is another advantage. Ceramic floor tile does not require sealants or other recurrent special treatments as needed on some floor coverings. Its surface is easy to clean and it is a simple procedure to repair a damaged surface by replacing individual tile units.

While ceramic floor tile is manufactured in a variety of shapes, sizes, colors, textures and styles, there are actually only a few classes or types. These classes differ basically in the materials from which the tile units are formed and pressed and the kind of firing operation employed.

Conventionally, ceramic tile has been classified as “vitreous” or “nonvitreous.” Floor tiles are more often vitreous than nonvitreous. The vitreous type of ceramic tile provides greater structural strength and a higher degree of resistance to abrasion.

Ceramic floor tile is as much at home in the corrosive environment of a chemical plant as it is in a residential application. It can be used for interiors as well as exteriors.

Whether it is the lobby of a hotel or a living room in a family dwelling, ceramic tile is unmatched. Unlike carpeting, there is no nap to wear down. Unlike vinyl, ceramic tile won’t lose its “shiny smile.”

Here are a few common myths about ceramic tile:

- “Ceramic Tile is Heavy.” Incorrect. Ceramic floor tiles weigh about the same as traditional 3/4” oak flooring, and the weight is distributed evenly. Any well-constructed floor will support ceramic tile without problems.
- “Installation is a time-consuming mess.” Untrue. In fact, many installations, if laid out properly are finished in as little as one day. Some of the new installation materials used to adhere tile need no mixing and raise no dust.
- “You need a special surface” No special surface is necessary. Ceramic tile can be applied to a variety of smooth, sound, dry surfaces including plywood, gypsum board, concrete, vinyl and even existing tile.

Considering the longevity of ceramic floor tiles, they are among the most economical of floor coverings. The advantages are many.
National Laminates Gets New Color Line

Wilsonart® Laminator recently introduced 33 new solid color decorative laminates to its Color Quest line for 1987. This increases the selection to 110 items, according to Bill Reeb, vice president of marketing.

All Color Quest selections are available in a wide range of finishes and product types, including colorthrough SOLICOR®, grooved Decorative Tambours, and in speciality laminates, to resist fire, abrasion and chemicals.

New selections come from the four major color directions, including Fresh Pastels - clear, soft, lustrous; Blended Classics - mids- tones, colored neutrals; Jewel Brights - radiant, brilliant, lively; and Dramatic Darks - deep, elegant, luxurious.

A 6-page 1987 Color Quest brochure containing a selection of solid colors, individually swatched, as well as application photos and a complete technical data listing is available by calling 833-4344.

Appointment For Skylights of Hawaii

Super Sky Products, Inc. recently announced the appointment of Skylights of Hawaii as its exclusive sales representative firm.

Ron York, principal of Skylights of Hawaii has over thirty years of experience in the construction industry, mostly as a general contractor building custom designed homes. In January 1979, Skylights of Hawaii began as a sole proprietorship and was incorporated in October of that year.

(continued)
March 11 and 12 at Neal Blaisdell Center

EXPO '87!
DON'T MISS IT!

17th Annual
Building Materials and
New Products Exposition!

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 11, 4-8PM
THURSDAY, MAR. 12, 11AM-8PM

EXPO '87! is your chance to be on top of what’s happening in the building industry! Don’t miss the annual building trade show that offers up all the newest information, products, trends, ideas and services in one convenient location!

- Free admission to the building trade
- Complimentary downtown shuttle service
- ASID Industry Foundation participation
- Honolulu Hoo Hoo participation
- Cocktail reception, 4-8 PM each night
- Hourly and Grand Prize drawings

Super Sky Products, Inc. has long been recognized as a leading manufacturer of custom designed extruded aluminum skylights. The use of extruded aluminum custom skylights began in 1930. Complete installation and glazing of the skylight under direct supervision is backed by a 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee against defective design, materials, construction and leakage.

Bruce R. Christensen

Bruce R. Christensen is a new Professional Affiliate Member. He is the Senior Sales Engineer with Brewer Chemical Corp. involved in waterproofing, corrosion control and concrete restoration material. Christensen graduated from San Francisco State University with a Bachelor of Science in Marketing, and minor studies in International Business and Economics.

Aza Summers, AIA, is a recent new member. Summers is self-employed and has a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Washington.

1987
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
ASLA Members Host Annual Meeting

The Hawaii Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) held its annual meeting at the Plaza Club on Dec. 3 and recognition was given to accomplishments of the year, the installation of new officers and presentation of the Malama Aina Award.

During the past year, the chapter had sponsored a series of Talk-Story luncheons on planning, and held a series of lectures at the University of Hawaii on “Landscaping in Hawaii.” Additionally, the chapter had co-sponsored a slide-talk of Roberto Burle Marx, and provided judges for the Parade of Homes.

The Hawaii Chapter of the ASLA also initiated a Community Action Team to assist the state Department of Transportation in its problems with landscaping along state highways. At the University of Hawaii, the chapter initiated an education committee to assist in the establishment of a landscape architecture degree program and co-sponsored a landscape industry seminar.

New chapter officers sworn in at the annual meeting were President, Jan Fong; President elect, Greg Boyer; Vice President, Randy Fujimoto; Secretary, Alan Schildknecht; Treasurer, Todd Black; Member at Large, Richard Brownlie; Trustee, Alan Clarke; and Past president, Ted Green.

---

1986
Malama Aina Award

to Aaron Levine

Team to assist the state Department of Transportation in its problems with landscaping along state highways. At the University of Hawaii, the chapter initiated an education committee to assist in the establishment of a landscape architecture degree program and co-sponsored a landscape industry seminar.

New chapter officers sworn in at the annual meeting were President, Jan Fong; President elect, Greg Boyer; Vice President, Randy Fujimoto; Secretary, Alan Schildknecht; Treasurer, Todd Black; Member at Large, Richard Brownlie; Trustee, Alan Clarke; and Past president, Ted Green.
The 1986 recipient of the Malama Aina Award was Aaron Levine, FASLA. Levine was recognized for his outstanding contribution to landscape architecture and planning in Hawaii.

The Malama Aina Award is an annual recognition award for persons, agencies or organizations outside of the landscape architecture profession who have supported, promoted or served the profession or preservation and enhancement of the Hawaiian landscape.

1987 Architectural Photo Contest

Entry forms for the 1987 AIA Architectural Photography Competition, organized by the St. Louis Chapter AIA in cooperation with national AIA, are now available. Deadline for entries is March 31. Winning entries will be exhibited at the 1987 AIA Convention in Orlando, and will be published in Architecture. Images for the 1989 AIA calendar will be selected from the entries.

There will be cash prizes totaling $2,500 to include: 1st prize $1,000, 2nd prize $700 and 3rd prize $300 for any architectural subject or some element of the man-built environment. Photographic interpretation of the subject matter is the issue, not the architecture. There is also the Louise Bethune Award of $500 for the best image of an architectural subject in the United States.

Photo Competition chairman is Albert B. Fuller Jr., AIA, of St. Louis who has worked in cooperation with John Hoke, AIA, of the national staff to bring this opportunity to members, associate members, professional affiliates and student members of the American Institute of Architects.

Entry fee for AIA, Associate and Professional Affiliate members is $15 for one to five slides, and $10 for student members. There is no limit to the number of entry fees that may be submitted by any one person. Great care will be taken with all slides submitted, but no responsibility for loss or damage during transit or any phase of the competition will be assumed by the St. Louis Chapter AIA or by the AIA.

Entrants must use the official entry form, which will appear in the January 1987 Architecture and a future issue of Memo, or may be obtained by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope to St. Louis Chapter, AIA, 911 Washington Ave #225, St. Louis, MO 63101-1203.

Fabrica International Receives Award

At the recent Hawaii Flooring Association (HFA) Convention, Fabrica International was honored by being selected Supplier of the Year. HFA members include dealers contractors and retailers, who rate suppliers based upon service, quality of product (including consistency of quality) operations and support of the Association.

MANUFACTURERS AGENCY PACIFIC

MANUFACTURERS AGENCY PACIFIC

Roofing Quiz

Q: What is the most popular commercial roofing in America? (According to National Roofing Contractors Assn. survey)
A: In 1985 Single-Ply was the winner with 52.5%. Built-up (bitumen) roofing was 43.0%. Others ran 4.5%.

Q: Really! Do you have the breakdown on Single-Ply?
A: Carlisle Sure-Seal® EPDM est. ........... 12.0%
All other Brands of EPDM ............... 18.5%
Modified Bitumen .................... 12.5%
CSPE, CPE, PVC Polymers ............. 9.5%

TOTAL: 52.5%

Q: Then why aren't there more Carlisle Sure-Seal® jobs in Hawaii? Doesn't it work in the tropics?
A: Mostly inertia. Over 54,000 warranted Carlisle roofs have been installed since 1961 — still going strong. There are thousands of Carlisle roofs in tropical countries. The Navy has more than a million square feet in Guam. The Hawaii State Capitol has a Carlisle Sure-Seal® adhered system completed in 1984.

CARLISLE SYNTED SYSTEMS
HEAT’S ON.

This winter, put the warmth of summer in your pool. Let Hawaiian Electric Company introduce you to the electric heat pump. It changes the cool breezes of winter into heated comfort.

Call Gil Ganzagan at 548-7396. Get the jump on winter.
Green Makes Move To Group 70

Edward T. (Ted) Green has recently joined Group 70 architects, planners and interior designers as computer systems manager, according to Norman G. Y. Hong, managing partner.

“Ted Green comes to Hawaii with unique credentials,” noted Hong, “He is by education and training both an architect and a computer programmer, one of the real pioneers in the integration of computers and design.”

Green’s computer-design career includes the co-creation of some of America’s earliest software systems designed for use by architects. These systems are specific application of the general field of computer-aided design and drafting, commonly called CADD. He most recently served as architectural applications consultant across the western U.S., Canada, Hawaii and Alaska for Sigma Design, Inc. Sigma is recognized today as one of the pacesetters in the CADD field.

Papandrew Named Fellow of ASLA

Thomas P. Papandrew has been elected one of only 15 national Fellows of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) for 1986. Papandrew is only the fifth person in Hawaii to receive this honor which has been presented by the ASLA since 1899.

Papandrew, director of planning at Belt Collins, was presented the award for direct service to his professional society and excellence in his landscape work that spans 17 years and covers a wide range of projects in Hawaii and around the globe.

Belt Collins has worked on projects in over 25 countries. Papandrew assisted with the formation of overseas offices for the firm in Sydney, Singapore and Hong Kong.

Papandrew has traveled extensively to manage projects for Belt Collins in such areas as Southeast Asia, Australia, the South Pacific, Israel and Egypt.

He has served on local governmental and professional committees. For the City Council of Honolulu, he served on the Urban Design Committee of the Comprehensive Zoning Code Overhaul, and the Task Force Committee on Zero Lot Line Development. Additionally, Papandrew also served on the Hawaii Coastal Zone Management Citizens Forum.

Papandrew has held many positions in the ASLA. Among them, he has served as president of the local chapter, chairman of the national convention in 1985 and national vice president.

Papandrew received a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Arizona State University and did work in Graduate Study, Pacific Urban Studies at the University of Hawaii.

CIDS Named Outstanding Project

A concrete honeycomb structural system, developed and patented by Alfred A. Yee, was instrumental in the Concrete Island Drilling System (CIDS) which was recognized as an Outstanding Civil Engineer Project of 1986 by the American Society of Civil Engineers.

The honeycomb structure is composed of more than 200 precast concrete “silos,” 42 feet high and 11 feet in diameter. Each silo is constructed by integrating five precast units, each unit about eight feet in height. The precast units are joined together by NISSCO Splice Sleeves, another patented invention of Alfred A. Yee, first utilized in the construction of the 38-story Ala Moana Hotel building.

Each silo is then tied together by cast-in-place interconnecting vertical walls, perimeter walls and top and bottom deck slabs. The entire perimeter wall and slab areas are post-tensioned for structural strength and crack control. The concrete used is a new type of high strength, lightweight, cold weather marine concrete.

The CIDS is unique as a drilling platform. Its modular design reduces construction time as silos were prefabricated simultaneously as the slabs were being poured. Sensitive environmental implications such as dredging and gravel-handling activities are avoided since the structure is simply ballasted down with seawater to sit directly on a natural sea-bottom. The entire platform can be refloate and relocated at minimum cost and impact to the environment.

Built by Global Marine Development, Inc., the CIDS, also known as an Arctic Ocean platform has revolutionized the method of drilling offshore on the north slope of Alaska. “With the CIDS, substantial economic and technological advantages have been realized and this method has replaced the only other previous method of offshore drilling which was performed on artificially constructed gravel islands,” said Ed Masuda, senior vice president and executive director of Alfred A. Yee Division...Leo A. Daly in Honolulu. “The honeycomb system was chosen for its strength against the extreme ice pressures, as well as the high wind and wave forces that occur in the Arctic.”

According to design engineer Fre Masuda of the Alfred A. Yee Division...Leo A. Daly, the CIDS project is only one of the possible configurations. “Other sizes and plan configurations have been designed to meet various needs of other users such as the ROFOMEX,” he said. “The ROFOMEX is a prestressed concrete honeycomb system used for phosphate mining operations in Mexico.”
Whirlpool appliances are designed to fit beautifully into your plans.

...the single source for all your home appliance needs.

The kitchen. It's the hub of every home. And when well-equipped, it can turn a looker into a renter.

That's why so many owners and managers are installing quality Whirlpool appliances in their rental units, quality appliances that help rent the apartments. With features that make installation easier. Features like the lift-up cooktop on ranges that makes cleanup a breeze. Features like the rollers and Textured Steel doors on refrigerators. Features like the Power Clean™ Energy Saver washing system in Whirlpool dishwashers and the Easy Rollers™ that make installation easy. And all those features on space-saving Whirlpool Thin Twin® washer and dryer systems that combine to deliver big model performance.

When it comes time to select replacement appliances for your rental units, specify Whirlpool appliances. Take advantage of Whirlpool's broad selection of models and the many after-the-sale services that keep on giving satisfaction to you and your renters. We think you'll agree that you made an excellent choice.

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS, LIMITED
689 KAKOI STREET  HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819
Ph. (808) 836-0602
New Business Center In Iwilei Area

The Iwilei Business Center, a conversion of the 300,000 sq. ft. Del Monte Cannery to industrial condominiums, has been completed and is sold out, according to Gordon Hess, District Manager of Grubb & Ellis Company, Commercial Brokerage Services in Honolulu.

The largest industrial condominium project ever developed in Hawaii, the center was purchased from Del Monte Corporation in 1983 by Iwilei Business Center, Inc., a subsidiary of Lone Star Hawaii Properties. Grubb & Ellis acts as exclusive sales agent for the property; Architects Hawaii planned the conversion, and Michael S. Myers, Senior Marketing Consultant with Grubb & Ellis Company, was the project coordinator.

"We're proud of this project and the conversion because it is the first of its kind in the state," says Myers. "We've already seen signs of further renovations and restorations in the Iwilei area, following our lead."

The site includes five contiguous buildings of the former pineapple cannery at 500 Sumner Street. The area was zoned I-1 (light industrial), but was recently changed to MX (Mixed Use) under the State Master Plan. Tenants include a variety of users such as industrial, warehouse commercial, office space, light manufacturing, distribution and more.

Tile Contract For Kalakaua

International Tile Design, Inc., supplier of imported ceramic tile, recently announced that it has been awarded a contract to supply materials for the Kalakaua Avenue redevelopment project. The contract was awarded by the City and County of Honolulu.

According to Ken Ryan, general manager at International Tile Design, the contract calls for some 130,000 square feet of tile.

"The tile will be used to delineate pedestrian crossings at major intersections," Ryan pointed out. "It will also be used on both sides of Kalakaua Avenue running its entire length from the intersection of Ala Moana and Kalakaua to the intersection of Kapahulu and Kalakaua."

BIA Installs 1987 Officers

The 32nd annual installation banquet for the Building Industry Association of Hawaii was on Dec. at the Hilton Hawaiian Village.

James Watanabe, president of J V Inc. was installed as president.
New Management For Kaneohe Shopping Center

Blackfield Hawaii Corporation recently purchased Kaneohe Shopping Center from the Magoon Estate.

Located in the heart of Kaneohe's business district at 45-934 Kamehameha Highway, the Center covers approximately 3.2 acres of leasehold land area and has 44,994 sq. ft. of ground floor retail space in three separate buildings. The major tenants are Times Supermarket, Walrich Drugs and Wendy's.

Hawaii Management Corporation, a subsidiary of Blackfield Hawaii Corporation, has been named the managing and leasing agent for the center, which is presently 100 percent leased.

U.S. Postal Service In The Millyard

The U.S. Postal Service recently purchased the largest lot in The Millyard, a new business park in Wailuku, Maui, according to Monroe & Friedlander, Inc., the exclusive sales agent for The Millyard.

The landmark Wailuku Sugar Mill, which stood on the site for many years, was recently removed to make way for the construction of the Postal Service's new one-story facility, which will have about 16,000 square feet under roof.

Construction of the building on the 146,955 square-foot fee-simple parcel is scheduled to begin late this year, with completion set for June of 1988.

Architect for the new post office building is Gima, Yoshimori & Associates, AIA, Inc. The Millyard is a development project of C. Brewer Properties, Inc.

Located next to Iao Stream with views of macadamia nut orchards on one side and the ocean on another, The Millyard is divided into 55 parcels from 10,024 square feet suitable for a broad-based selection of commercial and light industrial companies.

The design of The Millyard includes wide roadways, underground utilities and attractive landscaping. Quality design guidelines enhance the project's business environment.

Monroe & Friedlander, Inc., the exclusive sales agent for The Millyard, has sold all but 18 of the business park's lots to date.

The Millyard was first placed on the market in March of 1985.

New President At Shipyard

D. Scott Fitzwater, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Honolulu Shipyard, Inc., (HSI), a subsidiary of Dillingham Industries, recently announced the appointment of Roy J. Yee, as president and chief operating officer of HSI. Yee replaces Steven C.H. Loui, who, after two years of managing HSI, has announced his resignation in order to devote his time to other business interests. Loui will retain his position as a director.

Also appointed as vice president was James V. Sterling, Jr., who has been with HSI since its formation.

Dillingham Industries is responsible for maritime companies owned by Dillingham Corporation, including HSI, Dillingham Ship Repair (Portland), Foss Marine (Seattle), Pacific Towboat (Long Beach).

The Italians have a word for it. “Divino!”

SANT’AGOSTINO.

Bursts of light etched in startling patterns to brighten any setting. It's the new Stars Line by Ceramica Sant'agostino of Italy.

Our name says it all. Tiles crafted by the artisans of Italy, Germany, France. The Far East. America. And we offer one of the largest selections in the Islands. Backed by innovative ideas and service nonpareil.

Open weekdays 9 to 5. Saturdays 9 to 3.

330 Sand Island Access Road. 847-5959.

INTERNATIONAL TILE DESIGN, INC.
Hawaii's Beautiful Ceramic Tile Showplace
Welcome to New Editor

The Hawaii Society of the American Institute of Architects welcomes Anita K. Painter, new Managing Editor of *Hawaii Architect*. She joined PMP Publishing Company over a year ago and is also managing editor of two tabloids, *The REALTOR®* and *Ka Nupepa*, a Central Oahu community newspaper.

Painter is a former school teacher with the Department of Defense Dependents Schools, working with families of U.S. military personnel stationed overseas. For 15 years, she has worked with schools and communities in the Far East in Japan, the Middle East in Turkey, and in Europe. She returned "home" to Hawaii in 1984.

**Coming Up in Hawaii Architect**

For 1987, the following themes are scheduled to be featured in *Hawaii Architect*.

**January**
- Architecture in Government
- Floor Coverings

**February**
- Building Renovation
- Versatility of Wood

**March**
- Art in Architecture
- Bathroom Design

**April**
- Resorts
- Lighting

**May**
- Historic Preservation
- Waterproofing

**June**
- Architects at Work and Play
- Kitchen Planning

**July**
- Shopping Centers
- Appliances Update

**August**
- Architecture Around the World
- Roofing

**September**
- Computer Versatility
- Office Automation

**October**
- Landscape Architecture
- Restaurants

**November**
- Medical Facilities
- Remodeling

**December**
- Reflections on '87

Writers wishing to contribute articles for publication are encouraged to contact Anita Painter, Managing Editor, at PMP Company, Ltd., 319B North Cane St., Wahiawa, Hawaii 96786 or call (808) 621-8200. Deadline for editorial material is the first of the month, prior to the month of publication.
CAD Services
- Drafting
- Digitizing
- Plotting
Paul Unterweser
396-8552

For $40 per month this ad could be selling your product or service to all of Hawai'i's architects. Call 621-8200

ALL POOL & SPA
Residential/Commercial
- construction
- maintenance
- replastering
- repairs
- free estimates
Oahu, Hawaii, Kauai & Maui
Main Office: 261-8991 Lic. BC-10822

COMPUTER RESOURCES HAWAII
Representative For:
- Atlas Bolt & Screw
- Zif-Ro
- Alumax-Homewal Aluminum
- McCain Metal Mill
- Merchant & Evans

116 Kailua Loop, Kailua, Hawaii 96734
Phone (808) 262-7236

FUTURA STONE OF HAWAII
Designer Elegance in Indoor Flooring
FREE ESTIMATES
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL
3207 S. N. Nimitz
833-7433

FINLAY TESTING LABORATORIES
- Soils & Concrete
- Non-Destructive Testing
- Project Inspection & Quality Control
- Material Verifications & Monitoring
98-944 IWAENA ST., AIEA, HI 96701 (808) 487-0005

SHARPE COMPANY
Representative For:
- Atlas Bolt & Screw
- Zif-Ro
- Alumax-Homewal Aluminum
- McCain Metal Mill
- Merchant & Evans

116 Kailua Loop, Kailua, Hawaii 96734
Phone (808) 262-7236

F.G.E., LTD.
Freew Geotechnical Engineering, Lmt.
Reasonable Recommendations at a Reasonable Cost
99-960A Iwaena St., Aiea Telephone 488-1979

FINLEY TESTING LABORATORIES
- Soils & Concrete
- Non-Destructive Testing
- Project Inspection & Quality Control
- Material Verifications & Monitoring
98-944 IWAENA ST., AIEA, HI 96701 (808) 487-0005

NIGHTCAPING
The Effect Is Seen Not The Source
Dramatic Garden Lighting & Supplies, Inc.
618 POUHUKAINA STREET - HONOLULU (808) 545-7042

FIREPLACE HAWAII, INC.
653 Mapunapuna Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 (808) 833-0019
Eve Blomgren, President

WELLS FARGO ALARM SERVICES
Now in Hawaii
Wells Fargo Alarm Services
For all your fire alarm needs
(808) 537-2591

KATSUNBE CABINET & FIXTURE
Store Fixtures Office Renovation Custom Home Improvements All Types—Custom Made
1320 Kalani St. 845-7447
Lic. No. CBD-498
#301 up the ramp

SPECIALTY SURFACING COMPANY HAWAII INC.
HAWAII'S #1 TENNIS COURT
BUILDER, FINISHER & SUPPLIER
847-0882
Free Specifications & Information
116 Adama Way, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

NATIONWIDE SALES, INSTALLATION & SERVICE
- INDUSTRIAL
- COMMERCIAL
- INSTITUTIONAL
- Burglar
- Fire
- Closed Circuit TV
- Access Control

WELLS FARGO ALARM SERVICES
Now in Hawaii
Wells Fargo Alarm Services
For all your fire alarm needs
(808) 537-2591

GLAZING CONTRACTING
KALU GLASS
955-2231
Lic. No C-7453

DARLINGTON FLOORING
Licensed and Insured
Free estimates
533-2031
373-3677

CLOSET SYSTEMS
488-0811
99-899 Waena St., Aiea, Hawaii 96707

HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 545-7570
720 WAIKOLOA RD., SUITE F-10, BOX 14
HONOLULU, HI 96811

FINLAY TESTING LABORATORIES
- Soils & Concrete
- Non-Destructive Testing
- Project Inspection & Quality Control
- Material Verifications & Monitoring
98-944 IWAENA ST., AIEA, HI 96701 (808) 487-0005
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Roll formed in Hawaii for immediate delivery
- Floating, concealed anchors eliminate fasteners through panel and allow for expansion and contraction
- Long lengths eliminate end laps in most cases

- Preformed seams lock together without special seaming tool
- Available in prepainted steel, aluminum, stainless steel & copper

JORGENSEN STEEL